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THE LUNAR ECLIPSE OF .APRIL 13, 1949 

· by Wal. ter· H. Haas 

The ~pose of this article is to repor~ and interpret observations. 
I have Jrecei ved of the trott:a:l lunar eclipse on .April 131l 1'949. All dateSi and 
times are by Univeraal Time •. Weather-eond1itions were rather unfavoli'able in 
the United Sti;ites, and a;pparently also in some oither <e:ountries where our 
Association has membersi there:d"ore, a fai:zr number of would-be observers" in
cluding aorne of much abili~y and experience, were idle because of clouds, 
heawy haze, or fog. Times were as follows.: 

Moon enters; :penumbra lh 32111 

Moon enters; umbra ~ 28m 

'Jrott:al.ity begins 3h 2gm 

Middle off eclipse 4h llm 

'Jrotality ends 4h 54m 

Moon leaves umbr~re 5h 54m 

Moon leaves penuml:l!ra 6h 50m 

BRIGH'I'l\TESS ~ COLOR QE.. ECLIPSED IVIOON 

T.here have Theon press reports, perhaps limited to the New York City 
area, of a "black eclipse", the first since 1844, in which the moon became 
completely invisible for a while. This state of affairs is c:eompletely 
contradicted by our observers, a number of whom express much surpris-e ait 
the reports just mentioned. P~ F. Froesihner at St. Louis, Missouri, was, 
in fact:, sUll"pli'ised llly how bright the edipsed moon was • H. M •. Jghnson at 
Chi~ago, Illi·nois,. ·observing with the naked eye from 3h lJ.7m to 41 4m1 foundE: 
"'Characterizing that portion of the moon whi<eh is darkest as that lying 
nearest ithe 1 core 1 of the u..'11hra, I should call this a 'dark' eclipse,, though 
by no means difficult: to observe"· M. Rosenkotter at Pierce, Nellrraska, says 
thait this eclipses. whieh he observed with the unaided eye, was the daFkest 
one he had ever seen but that the moon was "far from being invisible."~ ']'hat 
the moon did stay visible to ithe eye (and thus by inference in the telescope 
too) is confirmed by t·.P· Barcroft at Madera, California, by c·.p. Richards 
(observing) at Yakima, Washington, by a nu..-rnber of c>bservers a.t or near .Montreal, 
Q.uebeet Canada, and by D .. w .. Rosebrugh at Waterbury,. Connecticut. A. Oshinsky 
observed on Long Islandt New York, and was 11 astonishod 11 by the darkness of 
the eclipse.. However,. his views were hampered by cloudsi and Mr. Rosebrugh 
stresses that the moon never disappeared at Waterburyt, even il: .. rcc~Ch "fairly: 
dense haze". W .. H .. Haas in .Albuq_uerque,. New Mexico, with very clear skies 
paid little attention to the brightness of the eclipsed moon because of pre
O'>rmJAti (..n wi t.h sonr~hos for pos.sihlo lunar meteors; his casual impression 
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was that the moon in eclipse looked about the same as on July 16, 19.35,. August 
26, 1942, and February 20,,- )943~ ·At Chicago, tilinois, and with a clear sky4 
C. B. Stephenson and H. lVI, Johnson, each employing a 3·5-inch telescope, found 
that each of them noted a st&r of l.!J.agnitude 9~2 nos.r the moon dur:i.ng totalJ.ty 
but failed to see a star of magnitude 9.6 (Yale Catalogue magnitudes). Since a 
3 .5- inch telescope will go below 9 •. 6, on a real1y dark sky, we ap;Jear to have 
further evidence that this eclipse \vas only moderately dark. (The Montreal 
group found stars in Virgo as faint as magnitude 5.5 to be visible to the eye 
during totality.) 

A very we~l-planned program of observations, of colors on the eclipsed 
moon was carried out by the Montreal ·observers. They supplied forms, with 
circles for sketches of the moon, to their observers. Some observers e1se
whel'e made referen~es to colors. Observations . with 'the eye, with binoculars 
·or o'pera glasses, and with telescopes up to 6 inches in aperture indicate the 
following picture of colors on the eclipsed moon: Tho~e portions inost deeply 
immersed in the umbra looked gray, probably because too poorly illuminated 
to show their real color" Those parts less deeply irmnersed showed a color 
in which red predominated, as was to be expected; they were variously described 
as "coppery reddish", 11 dirty or murky brown 11 , 11 coppery 11 , "rust red 11 , and 

11 brick color 11 • Still n0arer the outer edge of the umbra, the moon was 
brighter and more nearly gray, though probably showing some red or yellow. 
Finally, a greenish or bluish band bordering the edge gf the umbral shadow 
was noticed by Barcroft near 4h 43m, by Tisdale near 3 25m, and by some of 
the Montreal observers near either the beginning or the end of totality. 
Tisdale, who employed a 5-inch reflector with 45X in North Little Rock, 
Arkansas, found this band diffuse and 5 or 6.minutes of arc wide. He suggeats 
that it may be a contrast-effect. At any rate, this greenish band is a 
corr.mon feature at lunar eclips~ and it is eyident that the moon is here 
illuminated by solar rays which he.ve passed through relatively little of the 
earth 1s atmosphere, which transmits .chiefly the longer wave-lengths. 

VISIBILITY. OF PEl\TUiv'IB::iAL . SHADOW 

Dr. Alexander Pogo in articles i~·Pa.Puia:r Astronom.v has ·ur.ged the 
careful determination of the limit of visibility of the pentL"!lbra. A .. W. Mount 
at Fort Worth, Texas, could see nothing of. the pemu.1bra at 1 h 40m and. only 
susl)ectoc1.'it at 1h.48m, the sky being e:lear: Moreover, w. L. Orr witl} a 
6=""iiich reflecto:c at· 65X at Montreal could find no penumbra-caused dimn}.ing at 
1h 44m. By 1 57m a CiarkeY'.ing of the limb of the moon was distinct to Iy,iount, 
being easily seen with Lb eye tr.xough a medium neutral filter. At 2h ,s.n 
A~ Hestin, .Acy-en-Multiell (Oise): France, U'3ing a 12-inch reflector at lOOX, 
described the penumbral eclipse as "not very seri.si ti ve 11 • At 2h 15m Mount . 
noted: 11M.Ere Humoru.m ha.s becoma «!omspicuously dark to the unaided eye 11 • 

He considered the darkening of the east q_uarter of the lunar disc now obvious 
to an informed observer. The M:mtreal observers noticed no penumbral shad.m> 
until 2h15m (recorded. then by R, Pringle both with eye and 1.5-inch rcf2':F't'•r 
at. 6x), probably bo1;h besause they were hampered. by, clouds before totuli ty 
and because they v;ore less concerned with this imr~stigation than wrr. Mount was. 

T:p:'!FS OF CONT4GT_§.. 

These were observed at ~bntreal by P.S. Scott with a 6-inch refractor at 
45X and by C.M. Good with a 4-inch refractor at 75X• First contact was lost 
because of temporary clouds over the moon. Other results follow: 
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Second Oontaat 
Third Contact 
Fourth Contact 

Good ~meris Value 
311 27~95 · 3n:-281i1o 
4h 53r002 4h 53~8 
5h 54!ffoo 5h 54~ 

. . 

IMMERSION - AND :EviERSION - TIIVIES OF QJM.TERS 
A number of observers timed ~hen certain craters being watched for 

possible physical changes as a result of the shadow's passage were im~ersed 
in the umbral shadow and when they emerged from it. Such tliaings were made 
by F~ De Kinder with a 4-inch refractor at 140X1 D. Garneau with a 12~inch 
reflector at Sox, w. H. Baa~ with a 6-inch reflector at 188X, R. Missert 
with a 6..;inch reflector at 50X, A. W. Mount with an. 8-inc-h reflector, the 
Messieurs Roques >ri th a 4 .. inch refractor at 106X~ D .. W. Rosebrugh ,-,i th a 
6-inch refractor at 74X, and c. B. Stephenson with a 3·5-inch refractor at 
Box. 

These-times were cbtained: 

Ric;ciol':i. Immersion. 

Riccioli Bnersion. 

GrirrAldi Immersion. 

Grimaldi Enersionc 

Haas 2h 31m. Stephenson 2h 31m. Average 
2h 31m. 

Iaas 4h 57m. Stephenson 4h 5-fl· Average 
4h 57m. 

.Al-oh~ prmeraion. Missert 2h 5:f11· 
F,catosthenes Immersion. Garneau 2h 56m 9s., F..aas 2h 54m. Missert 

2h 55m.· Average ~ 55m. 

Eratosthenes Enersion. carneau 5h lttn 41s. F..aaS3 5h 18m. Average 
5h 1 '{Ill. 

~ato Immersion. 

Plato Bnersion. 

Linne Immersion. 

AtJ2§. Immersion. 

Atlas Jllnersion. 

De Kinder 3h cp 34 s. · :M:i.ssert 3h 1om. Mount 
3h <]lll. Roques: 3h 1om. Rosebrugh 3h ~8. 

· Stephenson 3h 7m. ·Average. 3h ~. · 

Haas 5h 14m (?) •. Missert _511 15m (late)~ Mount 
5h 1~. Stephenson 5h 12m., Average of '1\to 
5h 12m. . 

Garneau 3h sm 39~... 'Haas 3h 9ffi. 1!fissert ~hsm. 
Stephenson 3h ~·' Average 3h ~. 
F.aaa 5h2sm. stephenson 5h24m. Average 5h26rr:.., 

Garneau Jh 23m 29s •: H9.as Jh 21m~ Misser'!l· 3h 
22m. Roque.s 3h 2-itm.- Hosebrugh 3h 25m ( ?) 
Average of Four 3 22m. 

Haas; 5h JJID'. 
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It will be noticed that the observers usually agreed within a minute 
or two,. which may indicate the degree of accuracy of observations of this 
kind. The worst discrepancy, between Stephenson ·and Pbas on the Lin~e 
emersion, is foUr minutes. However; it .. appears vain to try to record such 
times to the second, the more so since the umbra may be several minutes 
in crossing a large crater like Plato or Atlas. 

It is possible to compare some of these observed tim~s with compu
tational predicted values. E. J. Reese worked out. a few ·such predictions 
with a method developed by H. M. Johnson· .in 1942,. Moreover, predicted 
times for some of our objects occur in a long list published by w. lValsch 
on pg. 92 of Sternenwelt for April, 1949• 

Event 

Riccioli Immersion 

Riccioli Emersion 

Grimaldi Immersion 

Grimaldi Emersion 

Eratosthenes Immersion 

Eratosthenes Emersion 

Plato Immersion 

Plato Emersion 

Atlas Immersion 

Atlas lllnersion 

Observed 
Time 

2h 31m 

4h 57m 

2h 31m 

4h sam 
2h55m 

5h 1~ 

3h rf! 

5~ 12m 

3h 2~ 

jh 33m. 

Reese 
Prediction 
~301!§-

3h 22.,1m 

sh 30.4m 

SEAROH.ES FOR ·.POSSIBLE LUNAR MEI'EORS 

lVf.alsch 
Prediction 
-ih 3lllla ·-

4h 561!15 

2h 31% 

4h5if9 

Cne of our chief observational programs was the attentive examination 
of the eclipsed moon for either lunar meteors (ones luminous in a lunar 
atmosphere) or lunar meteoritic impact-flares. In the table which follows 
the :third column gives the interval within Ylhich the observer was watching 
for these objects. Some of .them write of watching less closely at other 
times as well. 'l'he fourth columri. gives the total number of minutes apen.t 
in the searches~ · Some apparent inconsistencies between the third and fourth 

·columns. are due to the recorded failure of some observers to maintain a c,on·· 
tinuous watch for one reason or another. The fifth column lists the stel.la.r 
magnitude of ·the faintest meteor or flare that might have been seen against 
the eclipsed moon~ This limit. 'of visibility is hard to determine and is for 
some observers merely my estimate, though a few others gave a value based 
upon the visibility of stars of known brightness near the moon. The sixth 
column gives the area in square miles of the lunar region watched; this 
area was 7,000,000 for those who surveyed the entire moon. 
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Observer(s) 

E. E. Bridgen 
and 

D. E. Douglas 

P. F. F.roeschner 

W. H. Haas 

I\1'rs. F. Hall 
and 

H. Nev:man 

H. M. Johnson 
and 

F. R. Vaughn 

E. Kish 

w. E. Leeson 

A. R. IVB.cLennan 

R. Missert 

.A., W. Mount 

R. Nigro, E. 
Wayer and 
D. Morris 

w. L. Orr 

D. W. Rosebrugh 

C. B. Stephenson 

J. W. Tisdale 

12" refl. 3h35m-4h53m 

10 11 ref 1. 3h28ID-4 h54m 

No. 
Minut,illl 

75 

80 

73 : 

83 

91 

2" refr. 3h2sm-3h33m 15 
3h35m-3h45m 

3" refr;; "at intervals" ? 

3" refr.. 3h2smi..4hom 32 

6" refl. 3h36m-4h2m 31 
4hlom-4h2om 

8 11 refl. 3h34m-3h42m 21 
3h48m-3h54m 
4hlm_ -4h em 

611 refl. 3h34m-4h 6m 31 

611 refle 4h 8ID-4h26ID 18 

Gn refr. Jh5om-4h1m 

3~5" refro- .3h4om-3h59m 
4h 3m_4h26m 

11 

19 
23 

41 

Limiting 
Marnitude ~ 

12 7,000,000 

9 3,500,000 

11 

10 

9 

9 

9 

11 

9 

11 

11 

7 ,ooo,ooo 

7,000,000 

7,ooo,ooo 

7 ,ooo ,ooo 

7,ooo,ooo 

7,ooo,ooo 

7,000,000 

7,000~000 

7,ooo,ooo 

7,ooo,ooo 

7,000~000 

6,500~000 
7,000,000 

7,ooo,ooo 

The results of the searches were negative with these exceptions only~ 

1. Using a 6-inch reflector at 47X in fair seeing and good transparency, 
W. H. F..aas observed a movj_ng br:i_ght speck at 4h28m ,0. 11 '::-'he speck appeared 
in the southwest part of_ ~!.are Im.1rium and P'3rhaps tletvieen J> ... rchin:.C?deC1 e.~_..,d 
Timocharis. The length of its path was about 4 times the major axi,s of the 
Plato ellipses and the speck moved toward lunar west. The path w..ay have 
been curved (not a great circle). 
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R:> trail remained visible after the speck had passed. The speck's angular 
diameter was inappreciable~ The 'stellar magnitude averaged 11 but wa.s 
variable. The duration was 2.5 seconds. The color was perhaps yellow 
but was hard to judge because of faintness". The. object thus resemblt=ld 
about 20 moving lunar specks seen outside of eclipses by various members 
of,the A.LoP.O in the years 1941-9. The observer.felt confident of the· 
reality of his observation. . 

2. Speaking of searches for lunar meteors during the eclipse by ob
servers in the Ih~falo, New York, area, R. Missert wrote in part as follows 
on April 25 s "Clouds of a dense hazy nature interfered rnth obse::-vations 
sometime after the beginning of totality and did not cease hampe:.:-1ng ob-. • 
servations until well after the eclipse was over. · No flashss were seen 
by Edward Kish, Gene lJiayer, David Morris, or myself; but R:Lchard Nigro. · 
did glimpse some sort of flash over the Apennines at [3h 5~· However, 
he re~rts that the view was not sufficiently clear cut or noticeable 
enough to be sure of the nature of the object. I have mentioned it be
cause it might possibly have coincided with a rather swift object [a 
moving spec~ which I noticed from the corner of my eye near Copernicus 
and Eratosthenes at about this time •. [Missert mentally noted the time 
to be about 3h 59IU;_] I didn't make a record of it at the time because 
my impyession of the object seemed too fleeting. From talking with Dick 
~igri] I would tend to class this incident as a coincidence unless, of 
course, it ma.y have been confirmed elsewhere.·· Without the coi!lcidence in 
the times we both feel that we would not have recorded the object due to 
the large amount of uncertainty attached to it." 

3~ Another observer, who prefers to remain anonymous, suspected a 
moving bz-ight speck at about 3h57m. It·s position on the moon was such 
that identity· with the Missert-Nigro object (supposing they saw the same 
object) is ruled out. This unnamed observer was very uncertain of the 
reality of his observation. 

(To be continued) 

. 
· OBSJlRVATIONS .AND COMM:ENrS 

Readers are reminded that dates and times are by Universal Time unless 
the reverse is explicitly stated. 

During its favorable April-May, 1949, evening apparition ]~rcury was· 
observed by T. R. Cave with·a 6-inch reflector, To Cragg with a 6-inch re
flector, vv.·H. Haas with a 6-inch reflec~tor, L~ T. Johnson with a 10-inch 
reflect· or P H. Oberndorfer with a 4-inch ref lector, G, D .. Roth with' a 4-inch 
reflector, c. B.. Stephensonvvith a 6·-inch refractor, and J. W. Tisda:!.e wBh 
a 6~inch reflectore I~as observed the planet on 12 dates from April 25 to 
lVfay 18e His drawings show the bright cusp-caps, the bo:'dering da::.-·k cusp
bands, the bright limb-band (perhaps an optical effect)? and a number or· 
dark arc···shaped markings chief,ly ·along the terminator. We shall use 
Antoniadi's w~p of Y£rcury for nomenclature; this rea~ is rer:'oduced on 
pgo 193 of F. L~ Whipple's Jtarth, Moon, and Planets. Tcvc dsrk ma:'ks fre
quently d:::-awn by Haas near the. ·center of tile terminator appea!' to ·co::.~res
pond to Antoniadi 1 s Criophori" · He similarly ofpen drew k.tlantj.s oi1 the 
south half of the terminator and arometimes showed AphroC.iteB on the no!'th 
half • Haas rather consistently found the north cusp-ba::.!d broader than the 



south cusp-band.; In fact, on April 25 the north cusp-band was the easiest 
dark mark on the planet. This band may have grown lighter later; for it 
waa called 11 inconspicuous 11 on Ilay 8SJ.d 9~ The north cusp-cap was distinctly 
brighter than the south cusp-c:ap on April 30 and rtay 1, but otherwise ~he 
south c:ap was usually the brighter when any difference could be seen be
tween them. In particular, the south was the brighter on lVB.y 2 i and Haas 
thinks:. that it was then brighter than on either May 1 or N!ay 4• Apart 
from the exceptions just noted, the detail appeared to rerr:ain the same 
from date to date. In Germany Oberndorfer "clearly recorded Criophori 11 

(still Antoniadi' s nomenclature), and Roth :rrobably saw Criophol~i-Aphro-
di tea; on :Way 8. Cragg in a poor view on N..ay 6 drew a large dar.:-: rr.ark 
in the north half of the disc and a brighter area in the south halfo 
Cave on Ilf.ay 5 and 9 saw rr..arkings more definitely than he e:-ver had befox-e.
These consisted of a fair-sized brighter area near the middle of the termi
nator, a dark streak roughly perpendicular to the terminator somewhat south 
of its middle (one of Haas 1 two marks'?), a very large triangular aouth8rn 
shading (Atlantis'?), and a rather notable north cusp-band on l.Vf.ay 9, when 
the seeing was better than on l.Vf.ay 5. On IVJay 7 and 9 Johnson suspected a 
bright area just south of the 11 equator 11 (assuming the cusps to be at the 
geographic poles); this area may be the one seen by Cragg 1 and perhaps 
by Cave as well. Stephenson on May 25 suspected a couple dark areas but 
was scarcely sure of anything except that the north r~rt of the thin 
crescent was dimmer than the south part. 

We now list observations of the phase near dichotomy~ The phase··angle 
1 Hl the angle at Mercury betneen lines drawn to the sun and to the earth .. 
Theoretically the planet is gibbous when i is less than 90° and crescentic 
vrhen i exce.eds 90°. Cave on r.ily 5 and 9 dren bulges and hollovrs upon the 
terminator much like those often shown along the terminator of Venus o Haas 
aoted that the dark cusp-bands can make the cusps falsely appear to p:r-oject 
beyond adjacent parts of the terminator, a source of error probably aug
mented by irradiation. 

~ 
1949, l'f.ay 4-1 

May5.1 
May 5.,1 
M:ly 6.o 

r\ily 6.1 
Iv1ay 7.0 
l\1ay 7.1 

VIay 0.1 
T!B.y 9 ... 0 
Iviay 9ol 
lVIay 9.1 

_L 
82° 
86° 
86° 
890 

890 
920 
93° 

Observer 
Haas 
Haas 
Cave 
Tisdale 

Cragg 
Johnson 
Tisdale 

Haas 
Johnson 
Cave 
Haas 

Phase 
Terminator slightly conve~ 
Terminator least bit convex 
Terminator drai7n convex 
South cusp perhaps slightly 
blunted 
Phase gibbouS' 
About half illuminated 
Terminator very'def'initely con
cave. South cusp ·perhaps less 
sharp than north .. 
Terminator .distinctly· concave. 
Slightly less tha.n half illmni>Jaced. 
Torminator drmm concave. 
Terminat-or su:;.~ely slightly concave. 

The foregoing observations shor.r the observed phase "':io 'be in goo::l accord 
with what one might expect from the value of i, contrary to Hhot has b0r.m 
found at some past apparitions of ~tercury. It rmuld appear desiraLle to re
peat this study near future dichotomies of the planet. 



Stephenson on ~lay 25 :rr..a.de a rather un'vmal observation of Mercury be
tween lh.Jryn and 1h 50m w:l.th a 6-inch ref:pa;.iior~ ·He hed an 'liD!!~S~j,OJl With 
both 90X a::1d 200Xl' ~;hoact: more readily with the ltJ7mr P'.l'"ler, that the un
illuminated portio:a of th:=l pJ.8::-;at ·was barely visiJ~.e as a dark area on the 
brighter sky9 The impr~'3.1ion of' the visi'tLl:l. ty c:.' this dark h8rnisphere was 
heightened by a feeling tl--..at the dark limb :!:~se;:lf ·could ·oe see~-.... 1'he value 
of i at the time wa.s 148° so that Mercury was closer to inferior conjunction 
than it is usually followed, and the planet's elongation from the sun was 
about 15°., Sunset occurred at Stephenson's station at 1h rom so th[tt he was 
watching Mer:;ury by fairly bright twilight.. The cbser·vation is. remi:J.iscent 
of the simiJ.A.r appearance som0jimes imputed to the dark ~'1emisp>er'3 of Venus 
near inferior conjnnctioni see, for 'example? The_ §.troll}:.;..]g ~~~Q.TI:9l"n£.r Vol .. 
2, No .. 8, pg 4, l9i.J.8. Stephenson directs attention 'lio a:1 o~),;:.o::..•vat:l.on of 
Mercury on M:l.y 19, 1896, by Leo Bre:riner, who saw very clearly what Stephenson 
only <1 11.Speo·ted on 11ay 25, 1949.. Brenner ob.3erved Mercury bctw:;en roh and 
llh, UoT., and on a fore:won skyo m.s report is in J".-.B_a_A•A. Vol., 6, pg387. 
Probably using a T·inch refractor, Bi:'enner was astonis·hed to see both spots 
on the disc and the dark side surrounded 1y an au:-eole .. · He s::qs irJ. part: 
"Fearing to be the victim of an optical illi.lSion I tried varl.ous eyepieces 
(powers 146, 196, 242, 310, 410), changed t~1e ·position of t:r..a plane·t in the 
field and shook the telescopet. but both phenomena remained un~~~nged (res
pectively dancing with the illuminated disc in the same manned~ so that 
there remained no doubt., Besides, after having made th'3 drawing.,.! called 
Mrs~ N.Unora, who believed for the fil"st moment thst it was Vc.ll'ld§.r as. the 
appearance was so similar., She pronounced the dark side and "the aureole to 
be very conspicuog~-objects, saying that she savv them at the first lookt 
whilst she sav1 the spots on the illuminated disc latero The dark side was 
£~rker than the sky, just as I (with one single exception) have alvmys found 
it in >.;he case of Venus ••• "The i talios are Brenner 1 s own,, Stephenson has 
computed the value of i to be 112° at the time of Brenner's observation. One 
0an think of several possible explanations of this curious visibility of the 
dark hemisphere of Mercury (and Venus): . 

lo. Illusion. Stephenson does not insist on the reality of his own 
impressions of May 25 but points out that Brenner appea~ed very confident. 
Also, on J"une 16, 1948, Stephenson, Ho M. J"ohnson, and Wo Lorenz all agreed 
that the dark hemisphere of Venus was visible and·was darker than the day
ligh.t sky. 

2. The silhouetting of the planet against an extensive outer solar 
corona or the Zodiacal Light, which would explain at once why the dm'k 
hemisphere would be darker than the sky-background. r-robably this effect 
explains the common observation of the visibility of the outline of Mercury 
just off the disc of the sun at transits. Since Mercury was comparatively 
far from the sun's place in the sky on May 25, 1949, and on Way 19, 1896, 
it would appear necessary to suppose the outer corona or the Zodiacal. Lieht 
to have been abnormally bright on those dates. The aureole would now have 
to be supposed illusory~ 

3· The refraction, reflection, diffusion, etc. of sunlight in the 
atmosphere of the planet. This matter·is not worthy of serious consideration 

·for an aureole seen as close to dichotomy as Brenner's. 
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4• The occao$ional a.reation of an aurora in the planet's atmosphere 
by the an-i val ~f p~rd.cl~s erilitted. by the suri, Only a· very rare atmos
phere would here be needed e.. Since· the planet is closer to the sun than· 
the earth is, ve:ry extensive auroral activity might· be more common. . How .. 
ever, an auror& would tend to make the dark hemisphere b~~rlit~ ~han the 
sky, whereas the. observers have· thought it darkel:·, and would give risE;~ to 
an aureole. (Ste:phenson noticed none).· ·' 

. ~ ' ' 
During· the, last two months' we have received observations of Saturn from 

J • c. Bartlett (3·.5-inch reflect6'r) , T ~ R• Cave (12-ineh refractor, 8-inch 
reflector),: T. Cragg (12-inch refractor, 6-inch reflector), W ~ H. Eaas (6-
inch reflector), E. E. Hare (7-ino'h'reflector), M., B. B. Heath (10-inch re
flector), L~ T. 'J"ohnson (lO .. inch refractor, lO.;.J.Jich reflector)~ R,. Missert 
(6-inch reflector) 1 and E. J. Reese (6-inch reflector-). From late April to 
early June the four most conspicuous belts in order of decreasing ease of 
visibility were usually the doubled South Equatorial · Be1 t t the broad and in
tense South Polar Band, the narrow North Temperate Belt, and the wide North 

1North Temperate Belt. The SeFuB. sometimes looked like a shaded South Polar 
Region, which it probably really bounds; and similarly the NoN,T~B. simu-
lated a North Polar Region. Johnson on r.by 6 thought the S.,E,Be less con
spicuous than last winter and on Iv1'..a.y 9 and 29 considered it "qui.te incon
spicuous"~ The north component was probably darker·than the south component. 
The N .T .B. was stronger in some longitudes than 'in others. C1•agg continued 
frequently to see small white caps upon each Saturnian pole. IVIost of the 
observera recorded a faint Equatorial Band in the bright Equat~rial Zone; b~ 
this Band was a difficult object, perhaps more difficult than in January
Mirch11 and was frequently quite ·invisible. Reese writes that the E.,.B. was 
very near the north edge of the ~~E.B. on ~~rch 8, very slightly south of 
the middle of the E.Z,. on N'.arch·14 1 29, 30, and April 8~ and neart or very 
slightly north of~ the middle cJf• this zone on April 21 and 26,., He wonders 
whether others confirm this northward trend. It may be confirmatory that 
Ca1re d.rew the EeB. well to the north of the middle of the E.Z. on Apri,l 10 
and 23 and J.VBy 4/l On M:ly 21 Haas placed this belt slightly south of the 
middle of the.zone. Besides the five belts already mentioned, Cave, Cragg, 
and Hare ·have found at least two, and perhaps ·really four·, faint belts in 
the space betwt:;}en the s.E.B. and the s.P.:B. Ha're ·in:mid-April found some 
evidence that each of two of these South Temperate' :Zone· belts was stronger 
in some .. longi tudes than in others e In April.. aiid M:ty · Johnson and Missert 
made the 'ball more dusky south' of the S~E.B. than north of the rings, but 
Ba:rtlett '.had. the opposite impression., F..t:i'as found. :the ,south hemisphere. more 
dusky i.n:April:and no difference in N.ay and early.Jun~, except foJ;' the~~il'r.-.£. 
as noted below. · Ex:cept for the shaded North Polar Region which is probably 
the N.N.T.B. of some observers, Bartlett was able to see no belts in the 
north hemisphere after March 22, his last known observation being on M9.y 5 • 
Gragg detecteq several narrow brighter zones on the ball, one in the South 
Temperate Zone, one near the edge of the shaded South POlar Region, and one 
near the edge of the shaded N .P.R., as· well as a wide zone· between the: N .T ~B. 
and the N.N .. TeBe These Z"ones were- brighter in some longitudes than in others. 
Up to Iv1'..a.y 9 Haas found the North Tropical Zone, the space between the N .T. 3. 
and the projected rings, the sa.ine 'tone as the ball just north of the N,ToB. 
F.rom May 14 to lVT.ay 21 the NeTr.Z was slightly brighter than that part d' the 
ball. On lVT.ay 23, June 2, and June 8 the N.Tr. z. looked notably brigh~~ to Ihas 
8.nd was about equal to the duller ·south part of the ·Equatorial Zone~ .·.It r:ay be 
rem~mbe~ed tl~t this N.Tr.Z wa~ moderately brilliant· for a time in the a~tumn 
of 1948~~ ,. 
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Different observers agree that the Third Division near the inri..er edge 
of Ring B is the most conspicuous division after Cassini 1 s and that Fncke 1 s 
in Ring A raruts thi=d. On Ap~il 23. Cave and Cragg had a most excellent view 
of Saturn with the Griffith 12-inch refractor and were able to see all six 
divisions. Although Cragg was not quite certain of the Fourth Division in 
the outer part of Ring B, Cave sayst. "Every division which is known to our 
group was absolutely visible." Cragg adds the important fact that lVlr. De 
Palma, President of the Los .Arlgeles Astronomical Society, on that night "saw 
both the Fifth [}etween B and c] and Sixth Divisions wi·~hol!i kncwihg · where 
they' were 11 • With the 12-inch on· April· 9 Cragg estimated that the Sixth Divis
ion in Ring C lay 4./9 of the way from the outer edge of tha:t ring to its inner 
edge and 2/10 of the way from the inner edge of Ring'B to the ball. Missert 
has seen Ring Cat the ansae several times and has estimated that'it extends 
0.16 to 0.-5 of the way from the inner edge of Ring B to. the globe e Cragg 
obtained 0 .. 45 on April 9. On April 2T Reese in a letter expressed confidence 
that Ring B in the ansae was surely di:rmner relative to the glo·be than in the 
middle of :B'ebruary. (He had found the rings to be growing di:rmner since 1Vfar<-lh 
8.) Hare wrote on Y.ay 10 that he agreed with Reese that the ring-system, 
including Ring C, looked less luminous than at opposition last February~ 
&as also concurs and noted on l.!!ay 9: "The rings are surely dim.rner than in 
January and February." On May 9 Johnson suspected a narrov1 bright outer edge 
of Ring B beside Cassini 1s; Reese has reported such an outer annuluse 

We proceed to estimates of the breadth of the Crape fund at the central 
meridian, the unit being the breadth of Cassini's at the ansae. Cragg ob~ 
tained 1~1 as the average of 6 estimates from April 1 to April 23e Hare 
in April and !lfay obtained 0.8 or 0.85 on several different dates • Missert 
estimated 0.5 on Mar~h 8, Oo7 on April 4, and Oc9 on April 12. Johnson 
found much more than 1.0 on lVLay 6 and 1.5 on May 9• On Tvi9.y 6 and 29 he 
thought the Crape Band about equal in width to the projected Rings A and 
B, though at least on N.ay 6 the difficulty of seeing the north edge of Ring A 
against a ball much the same brightness as itself made the observation 
rather difficult. Haas obtained 0.86 as the average of 9 estimates from 
April 29 to June 8. E. E. Hare has computed the theoretical width of the 
Crape Band at the c.M., the vlidth of Cassini 1s at the ansae being the unit. 
He assumes this division to be 2400 miles wide, a value derived by him and 
Reese from comparisons of Cassini 1 s to the known -rlidth of Ring A. Hare 
further supposes that the Band is the shadow of Rings C and B, not the pro
jection of Ring C, (The Strolling Astronomer, Vol. 3, No. 1, pp.5-6, and 
No. 5, PP• 10-11). His results are 0.,68 on lV'.arch 1, 0,.84 on April 1, 0,93 

·on 1~y 1, and 0.93 on June 1. These values are incompatible with some ob
servations in recent months that the Crape Eand was wider than Cassini 1S 1 

including E. K. White's experiment with a micrometer-nire on Apri'l '12· (pg, 
10 of Iv.fay issue). Hare suggests that the observers have been deceived into 
thinking Cassini Is too narrovl with the rings as little opened as at present e 

Perhaps one cannot expect much accuracy since the tno features being com
pared had v7idths of only OY4 to 0~6 in March-June~ M.B,.B. Heath has made 
numerical estimates of the intensity of the Crape Band in 1948-9 on a scale 
of zero to ten, where ten denotes perfect blackness~ His results may be 
summarized as follons: November-December 6.0 (4 estimates) s January 4o3 
(3 estin:ates), February 6.8 (5 estimates), March 7.8 (5 esci::nates), and 
~Y 9.0 (4 estimates). Mr .. ·Heath thus confirms the striking darkness of 
the Crape Band last spring. The indicated increase in darkU.ess from 
JamtHry to NB.y in the editor's opinion is probably partly real and clue to 
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the fact that the shadow of Ri~g B composed an increasing portion of the 
Band from February 18 to mid-Msy and partly apparent only and due to the 
increase in the .width of the Band with the southward motion of the south 
edge of the shadow of C from December to }.'ayc-

In April and J~y Bartlett observed the S.P.R. to be gray or gray
green, the S.E.B. gray or brownish, a South 'l'emperate Belt grayish,. the 
E.Z. white, the 3outh Temperate Zone white or dusky yello1Y~ and the N.P.R 
~lui.sh gray on April 23. Reese on April 21 and 26 made the N.PoR. gray 
and the S~T.Z. ochree Haas in April and May found Rings A and B white or 
white tinged by blue or purple, the S.E.Bc varying from red-brown to gray 
tinged by brown, the SoP.B~ gray or brownish gray, the Crape Band dark red
brown, and the rest of the ball white or gray •. Hare on April 14 WE£S sur
prised to find the E.Bo a clear yellow eolor~ for it had been neutral gray 
in March. A colored drawing by him on. that date sho;-vs the S.E • .B. components 
and two South Temperate Belts red, the S.P.B., S.P.R., NcT.B., and N.P.R. 
gray; Rings A and B white, the E.Z. white,and other zones yellow. Sub
sequent to April 14 Hare usually found the E11 B. "gray with a yellowish tinge 
suspected 11 • Fine detail seen on the ball during April and May by some of 
the observers includes humps on the north edge of the s.E.B., oval bright 
areas in the E.Z., dark condensations in the north part of the S.E.B, humps 
on a South Temperate Belt, and humps on the north edge of the S.P.B. (noted 
by both Cragg and Bartlett). On pg. 3 of our June issue we mentioned the 
curious and presumably illusory v1hite spot on the rings beside the shadow of 
the ball.. Cave, Cragg,and Haas have recently observed this feature rather 
regularly~ Cave has had the curious experience of finding it aluays much 
more prominent in good to fine seeing, and Haas has often seen it plainly 
in good seeing. 

Dranings of the elevated lunar plain Wargentin have been received from 
Reese, Hare, and Cragg.. Perhaps the clearest vier; rras obtained by Reese 
at 4h on February 12, 1949, uhen the eastern longitude of the sunrise ter
minator uas 77~5. One interesting aspect of his drar1ing at that time is a 
pair of parallel dark bands east .of the lou longitudinal ridge on the floor 
of Wargentin, which dark bands :Hare san on February 11. They suggest the 
similar-looking parallel darlc bands on the inner·walls of Aristarchus, but 
these features in Wargentin lie on a level crater-floor. 

Cave observed the Linne white area on April 9 at 7h 20m with a 12-inch 
refractor at- 550X. The eastern longitude of the sunrise terminator was 
41<?3; the terminator was thus fully 53 degrees east of Ll.nne. In spite of 
this rather high lighting Cave found "good indications of a tiny craterlet 
near the center" of the area, his drawing showing shadow in the west part 
of the craterlet~ Hare observed this craterlet in May and June and sought 
to determine its size by comparing it to neighboring craterlets on Mare 
Serenitatis 0 the sizes of which were measured on a Lick Observatory'photo
graph. Hare thus secured for the diameter in miles of the Linne craterlet 
1.6 on M3.y 5, 1.1 on May 6, 1 .. 6 on May 7, and 1o1 on June 4• On M:ty 
8 and June .. 4 Hare found the shadow inside the Linne white area to lie west 
of its center, probably because lying in the west pa~t of the craterlet~ 
When the craterlet was just inside the terminator on June 3, its east wall 
was seen to be lower than its west wall.· This Linne' crater let has noH been 
seen by so many members of the A.L.P.O. that its exi~tence cannot' be doubted; 
however, more observations with good definition· are desired in order to es
tablish its dimensions and detailed appearance. 
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A fevv drawings of Pia to have· been received froir{HB.re (7-inoh reflector) 
and from Cave and Cragg (i2._inch refractor)'~ ·These· observers have been able 
to detect shadows in as nian.Y as ·.rive of the small crateriets·on the floor 
when Plato is two or three days from the sunrise terminator. As for· the 
twin.craterlets.in the north cent~al part of the.floor (The Strolling 
Astronomer, Vol."J,No. ).,· pp,J-5), Hare w;.ote ·oil. June 17 that he ·has re
cep.tly determined· the .western one to be.· the lal·ger on the insidl!, and· that 
near lunar noon.each white spot is larger than the corresponding crater. 
Hare's first· opinion accprds wii;;h W. H. Pickering's 1892 micrometric mea
sures under low lighting. Cragg, however, on April 9 thought the eastern 

. cnaterlet of the pair very slightly the larger. cave on that same date 
near 7h 8m Was surprised' to see !1~ vagi:U!J elongated area. of· def'ini te green. 
tint" near the north rim of Plato." Fe~ing to be deceived by secondary · 
spectrum, Cav.e moved the telescope slowly in. both right asoension and de
clination; but the green re111a.ined visible. P..e observed again 22 and 1/2 
hours later with his 8--inch reflector (thus near 5h 38m on April 10); but 
the color was gone, and he ~d never seen it again when he, wrote on June 12. 

MISCELLANEOUS ,. . 

.Erratum. Near the bottom of pg.· 7 of our May issue· the letter. about 
the naming of Crater J?orter·was i.ncorrectlyattributed_to Mr~ Ingalls. It 
was, of course, writt$'n by_J~. H .• ·P. Wilkins, Lunar Director of ·the British 
.Astronomical Association. · 

-~ ... 

For some time a_number of members of our A.L.P.O. have urged that we 
organize ourselves iri.to Observing Sections, each Section haVJing a Recorder 
or Director, much as the B.AoA. is orsanized. It is hoped thus to secure 
the more rapid and effective analysis of observational data and the faster 
publication of. papers on results obtained. The editor is glad to report 
that a staz:t ~s been made in this direction and· that we now ~ve as Section 
Recorders : · · 

. 1. .4,otl.n8 Venus Recorder - Th~s R. Cave t Jr., 265 Roswell Avenue, 
Long Be~Qh 3;. · Oa1ifornia. · · · . · · · : · ' · 

2. Acting Jupiter H~~.order - Elmer J. Reese, 241 So-qth M:>unt ·Vernon 
Avenue, Uniontown, Pennsylvania. · .· .: ' 

In th~ .. fu~tire ~. observers Q!. Venus ·~ asked t.o submit their records 
(or copies ther;eot') iQ. 11h'. Gavet who nill di'aauss their "Uork both· j,n The 
Strolling .Astr6nQJ1!3r and elsewhere; ,and siini~ly all observers of· Jupiter 
~asked. 'to send their records iQ. .Mr. ·Reese. It is planned to try to find 
additiona'l .Section Hecorders for other phases of. the Association's activities. 
The editor is ··very willing to .s'ee ·that. bbaervations sent to him reach the 

. proper Sectio.n Hecorders, but it' wili be iD.Ol'Ef effidient for obs~rVf:!tos to 
communioate .dir~ctly with .the .He'C6rdera·. · · · · .· · · . . ' ·., 

~e regret -~ery much .th8.t it' hi;ls ~come necessary to inc~ease the price 
of ~Strolling ,Astronomer :to three dollars a 'year. The ·peri<?d.ical has lorg 
been published at some loss,, ~nd it is no lo~er ~ossible to.c6ntinue to pub
lish at all at the present rates •. The new price·\iill go into effec-t on August 
1, 1949. We shall accept ·renewals arid ne~ subscriptions at the. lower rates 
before that d·ate.. · · 
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